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Abstract

The House of Metherisms: asterisms for living

ab s t ra c t  a r ch i t e c t u ra l  mod el s  fo r  i nha b i ta t io n

This research undertakes an epistemological and methodological heuristic mode of research into abstract

architectural models for inhabitation. Examinations reveal the urban condition of Leederville, Western

Australia, and its abnormal spatial constellations that transcend their original purpose. This research will

explore the sociological and cultural contexts whereby architectural installations become meaningful. This

thesis will also examine and document the notion of ‘contextual narrative’ entailing the experiential

observations of people, unique modes of inhabitation and the subsequent possibilities for new typologies for

domestic living. As a broader, philosophical aim, this research seeks to test the perception of the traditional

spatial arrangement of a suburban community beyond fundamental operative elements of spaces such as

function. The intent of the final project is to provide new inquisitive readings of poetic spatial models which

transcend traditional building types and urban perception. This thesis is significant to the conceptualisation and

understanding of thought patterns and concepts of the presence of narratives to drive architecture.
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Introduction

‘Methodological Asterisms’, or otherwise here referred to as ‘metherisms’ in an architectural sense,

is a title developed for this thesis to define a series of explorations into the abnormal constellations

of constructed space. This research aims to capture a glimpse of my current, albeit fleeting

foundations in architecture by exploring ‘metherisms’ (abnormal constellations) through the

deconstructive collage and seductive representation of poetic assemblage in which to dwell. This

project explodes the typology of ‘the house’ – both literally and theoretically, into the surrounding

suburb in order to test and develop new spatial conditions.

This research is conducted through a series of sequential methodologies for developing ‘random’

abstract narratives beginning with the identification of unique cultural conditions that drive a

programme. Random implies a level of unpredictability with no aim or purpose, however in this

instance the methodology is both unguided and guided, a non-ordered means to specific programme

where the certainty of the outcome is unclear, and is pushed beyond common architectural practice

regarding the procurement of architectural artistic divergence which commonly avoids the question

of regularity or intent. The second methodology outlines the emergence of superlative architectural

ideas derived from the manipulation of the mundane. Finally, the collage and connection of these

elements to enable a disembogue crux for the imagination.

The House of Metherisms is sited in Leederville, Perth, Western Australia. The project is fractured

into a five part asterism as independent installations sited in the ‘in-between’ spaces and present

through the doorway of a kind of cognitive architectural delirium. The spaces are linked together to

form an abode, as an abstract model within the peripherally perceived layers of our urban fabric to

contrast the random disorder of the ‘Non-Place’ Urban realm. The House of Metherisms is an

architectural proposition which abstracts the existing traditional typologies for the house in

Leederville.

1
Leederville.

…the modern day environment shows signs of fracture with the past, chaotic and void
of character. The unity of nature breaks down and the settlement loses its coherence, to
the point that upon arrival it is no longer possible to distinguish its figural unity.
Christian Norberg-Schulz
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The project – ‘The House’ is fractured into a five-part asterism of independent installations sited in

the ‘in-between’ spaces, and attempts to explore the experience of space beyond essence, from an

existential foundation. The spaces are linked together to form an abode, as an abstract model that

dwells within the peripherally perceived layers of our urban fabric in order to explore the spatial

aspects of the transient presence of man. Urban installations are developed as spatial propositions to

form abstracted typology for ‘The House’, to test traditional perceptions of inhabitation in the home

and to examine the use, function and comprehension of domestic living via a methodological

framework. Through various mapping techniques, we begin to see the blurred boundaries defining

public and private, where a threshold may be in the form of a fence, a curb or freeway overpass.

2

Site Plan – Five-part ‘Asterism’
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The Exploded House

The notion of pulling a house out of its usual street context is about blurring the boundaries of

traditional or typical spatial models, however does not presume to discover new architectural ideas or

prescribe rules for design. The formulation of structures that emerge from an urban analysis is

important but not the crucial focus of the exercise in terms of building upon the realms of style and

aesthetics in architecture.

Samaras’ gesture superimposed the two spaces studio-bedroom and gallery –
where art solicits its meaning. In his artwork, the mythologies of the studio-
bedroom, which proceed and then parallel that of the white cube, overlap those of
the gallery space. By placing the bedroom in the gallery, he forced the two to
coincide, thereby subverting their traditional dialogue. 1

Maps and drawings are created through the representation and manipulation of signs in which our

world is organised and enables a deeper understanding of reality through the analysis of existing

vernacular, a distinguishable architectural dialect of any population. In order to think about dwelling

and building, we need to analyse it. We begin to see the integration and absorption of driving formal

structures that define our built environment, with traditional modernist spatial arrangements

highlighting the raw conditions and potentials for inhabitation. The inhabitation of space requires a

certain state of being, and the location of our projected (Evans 1995) awareness is defined through

our embodiment. Maurice Merlue-Ponty sustained initial argument for the foundational role that

perception plays in understanding the world through the primacy of embodiment and ‘sensation as a

unit of experience’. 2

                                                  
1  Brian O’Doherty, Studio and Cube, p4. On the relationship between where art is made and where art is displayed. This book is part of a
series associated with the FORuM Project, dedicated to exploring the relationship of architectural form to politics and urban life.
2 M. Merleau-Ponty, Phenomenology of Perception, London 1962, pp 185 and ff (Sense Experience) cit.

3
Lucas Samaras,
Room # 1 (1964)
Green Room Gallery, New York.
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1
Layered Narratives

Urban installations are developed as spatial propositions to form an abstract notion of ‘The House’,

through a methodological framework. ‘Journey through Palimpsest’ marks the beginnings of my interest

for this research as an undergraduate. A series of urban narratives were teased out of the local context, and

developed the inspiration for a project. I have developed these ideas for the first methodology, which

involves the identification and tracing of layered narratives that are site-specific observations about the

near-dweller, community events, places devoid of any sense, or neighbourhood mythology. Five narratives

were identified and traced as a series of steps titled as follows;

‘Blue Pants Man’

‘Caltex Remix’

‘Ambulance Last Prayer’

‘The Night Verge Pilferer’

‘Public Toilet Alterations and Additions’

These narratives come together to form an asterism of stories about the way in which people dwell, and

the way in which I observe these people within space, the translation of memories and lyrical expression

of emotion through observation.

4
 “Journey Through Palimpsest’ – cover image,
Brad Ladyman
2000
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5
‘Man closing gate’

6
‘Couple taking a short cut’
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Composition and Reality

These stories are taken from being ‘in-between’ or peripheral to our common focus in terms of our

preoccupied existence. Martin Heidegger exalted the question of being as the key to understanding the

fullness and historicity of architectural experience. However the recognition of the homology between

architectural discourse and phenomenological aspects in the participation of space does not directly inform

the methodology for this project. Norberg-Schulz successfully translates Heidegger for architectural

audiences and pointed out that society has become preoccupied with what it is that exists rather than the

mode of awareness aligned with the basic question of what ‘being’ is. The audience does not necessarily

require an esoteric position to enable placement into architectural spaces, however some understanding of

the theoretical context of our built environment is beneficial for sensuous experience and the

establishment of new typological arrangements in architecture. The urban narrative forms the cognitive

linkage to the actual, however it is the process of the projection of ourselves onto these narratives that

provides opportunities for practice in the development of individual and collective spatial intelligence3.

Subjective perspective on experiential works from the philosophical point of view relate to or are of the

nature of an object as it is known in the mind as distinct from a thing in itself. Edmond and Corrigan

convey delight in artifice through subjective techniques of photography and collage to represent their

projects. The relationship of the human body to the built context can be viewed as not quasi-abstractions,

but pictures about abstraction seeking to retain the sensation of the moment as the incarnation of a number

of possible realities.

                                                  
3 Van Schaik L. 2008 Spatial Intelligence, John Wiley & Sons, p82.

7
‘Self portrait in Flexigon’
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The Portrait of the User

Of all of the portraits I have done, it is my own image in which I find the most revealing. The need to

define ourselves (‘we’) is crucial to understanding the meaning of a project, however it is this didactic that

many find difficult. We walk into a space and find that our body has experienced multiple emotions, even

before we have made a judgement about that in which we feel. However, it is this misunderstanding of

ourselves, which I find most interesting in the depiction of an audience. The unconditional nature of the

human spirit allows a departure from the dogmatic, fostering a certain freedom and autonomy in

methodology. The framing of oneself to define a space, or rather, to define oneself, could be judged with a

metaphysical sense of style associated with deconstruction. However, in the context of the present

moment, the architecture is not a thing that transcends life, but apart of the life process as a paradoxical

phenomenon. As seen in the work of Damien Hirst (Hans Georg 1992), the art takes up a new side of

Modern with deceptive normality and blurs the borders between the mental and the physical. The viewer

identifies with the recognizable and engages with uncanny surrealism rather than formal symbolism. The

representation of the work, and the experience of the work develop into a kind of collage, allowing access

to the making of the work and simultaneously creating a transparency in methodology. Just as in the

representation of Edmond and Corrigan’s work, the collage symbolism ventures into the realms of hyper-

reality, representative of both a pre existing reality and the potentials of modern metropolis.  While we

attempt to design a new urban history, we begin to replace these master narratives with a palimpsest of

highly subjective images for a desirable logic. The architect is therefore the liberator of collective

imaginations, working in the medium of imagery – the pigment of modern consciousness.

8
 ‘ Self Portrait in 4D’
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9
Damien Hirst

Hans Georg

1992

10

Edmond & Corrigan,

Church of the Ressurection, Keysborough,

1976
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Blue Pants Man Model (Experiment #1)

11

 ‘ Blue Pants Man’
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12
Blue Pants Tunnel Collage
Graphic Image
2011

The being of man in the world and the spatial aspects of his presence are analysed here as a point of

departure. Use and comprehension of space is specific to the user and architecture both defines and is

defined by its inhabitants. The portrait of the human figure within its built environment is an expression of

both the sense of place and the narrative of a specific relationship between mankind and architecture.

‘Blue Pants Man’ interacted with the street in a predictable manner, undertaking the same journey on a

daily basis. A metaphor for more complex uses, this character embodies a complex narrative regarding the

rituals of life and the experience of public and private spatial transitions.

13
Blue Pants Tunnel
Computer Model
2012
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Possession and Desire

As we move through the neighbourhood, we read our urban environments and obey the rules that affect

our experience. Streets and verges are designed to provide a clear means of access, delineate boundary and

provide the framework for the urban setting. The council rubbish collection along ‘the strip’, for the

collection of random unwanted possessions – the remnants of consumerist fetishes, however the process of

providing these (and other) community services creates other urban narratives that form part of our

modernist utopias. Firstly, consider the notion that we can choose to put an old rug, couch or table onto

the verge for a short few weeks until it can be collected and destroyed for us. However if we decide a few

days later that we actually need that table, or rug, we can simply walk out on the street and re-claim it. It

is a temporary discarding of possessions that indicate the intimate history of society, viewed either

independent or apart of its immediate sociological context.  Sydney based artists Claire Healy (makeshift

2001) is renowned for her site-specific works and collaborative installations of interventions influenced by

the architectural, social and cultural environments of their chosen sites. The representational aesthetics of

free-market exchange sees the contents of our personal belongings shifted, blurred and moved from the

enclosures of our homes, in and out of the streetscape, extending and blurring the boundary of private and

public. 

14
Lucas Samaras
Chair Transformations # 20,
1969-1970
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After a few weeks of use, a truck eventually pulls up at the bus stop, and picks up not the bus passengers,

but this crafted installation including a couch, organ, bicycle frame and box of old records, eats it up and

keeps moving, scraping back the verge and folding up these urban structures. This space was

unconsciously created, existing only to disappear into a lost memory or spatial mind map, never to surface

again.  Van Schaik ponders these (possible) architectures not carved out of spaces but rather born out of

our own spatial perception (intelligence), and notes how these urban settings evolve with us and change as

our cities grow, something which we take for granted. 

These urban rubbish collections also bring out certain types of characters who play central roles in their

own, unique script. These include the scavengers that form part of the cross-section of society that we are

always interested in, the unique people with certain flaws, qualities and obsessions or phobias. They drive

the streets at night, in their old bunky utes, vans or station wagons, looking and searching for the ultimate

rubbish find. They roll slowly down the street, preferably at night under a full moon, leaving the engine

running but switching off the headlights, they jump out, kick the rubbish and throw into the trailer the first

thing they feel something towards. Hoarding their way through the street, they interact with the structures,

take from them and eat away at the rotting flesh of the urban carcass. 

The urban rubbish collection system also provides a noteworthy array of interesting signs that reveal

something about the people that live in that street. For example the very neat stack of hedge clippings, the

pair of leopard skin boots, the box of teeth mouldings or the mound of rubbish in rubbish bags all line up

to portray something about their owner, a personality revealed or habit or fetish exposed. These

installations simultaneously display and deny their function to allow accessible meaning telling us more

about the realities of the street than the architecture ever could. 
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2
Abstract Formal Structures

The second methodology involves the development of asterisms that will develop into the installation

designs and will ultimately form The House. These structures aim to tease out a range of ontological links

and patterns, which are formed by the juxtaposition of architectural and urban formations that are in close

proximity to one another. By taking an experiential position, we can thus work towards a more profound

understanding of those potential outcomes that are located beyond our usual and accepted sense of urban

reality and experience.

The developed metherisms are sighted in the interstitial spaces. These spaces have been overlooked by

passers by as they have become preoccupied with the spaces that “exist”. These spaces are inhabited by

the oblivious, or rather those anaesthetised to the basic question of what it is to exist and ‘to be’. A

metherism is the driving methodology to seduce the audience into the in between spaces. The metherism

seduces people to enter into a space they would not normally inhabit. Once in the space, they are met with

an experience of what is actually there. Then, a transformation occurs in the mind and a new reality begins

to play out. It is this causal experience that exists only within their mind that is made up of a collection of

memories, induced by the space. Either memorable or not. These metherisms are organised and are defined

by the physical manifestation of form, the formal structure (Hegel), in abstract ways - and I am exploring

these through experiments that consciously avoid the doctrinal. In doing so, we may ask ourselves the

question of what it means to dwell.

17
Simon Rodia
Watts Towers
1921-54
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